




















































The current issues of opera production for the theater management in Japan
Asako ISHIDA*,  Akira NEKI**
The circumstances surrounding opera in Japan and abroad are changing dramatically in these days.  The National Theatre, Tokyo opened in 1997,
then the Biwako Hall in Shiga opened in 1998.  These were constructed under the circumstances of the economy and the social situations that had
been getting worse in Japan.  The current issues of opera production now should be clarified and the cultural policy, subsidy, donation also should be
come into focus.  So we investigated the organizations of five important theaters and two opera companies in Japan because we thought the research
for the governance, management and roles of those organizations would be important for the future development of the theaters in Japan.  And also for
the near future, it would be much more significant matter to come up with the co-production system between theaters and opera companies, because it
is difficult to solve the economic problems and to let them get the high quality of opera productions by themselves.  In this paper, we would also
mentioned about the increase for the new audience; young generation. 
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???????? 4 4 2 4
?????????? 18 19 13 20
?????????????? 49 77 50 175
???????? 9 15 14 6





















































































































































































































???????????? 59,050 66,990 62,980
???????????? 14 17 23
???????????? 12 13 12
???????????? 99 111 107














































































































1979? 8 8,856 ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
1980? 8 9,248 2 3,350 ?? ?? ?? ??
1981? 8 9,691 ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
1982? 8 9,552 5 7,542 ?? ?? ?? ??
1983? 6 7,254 3 4,854 ?? ?? ?? ??
1984? 8 9,007 3 4,167 3 2,242 ?? ??
1985? 8 9,904 3 4,467 3 2,353 ?? ??
1986? 8 9,650 3 2,898 ?? ?? ?? ??
1987? 8 9,903 3 3,147 ?? ?? ?? ??
1988? 8 8,778 3 3,926 ?? ?? ?? ??
1989? 8 9,166 3 3,565 ?? ?? ?? ??
1990? 7 6,292 3 3,541 ?? ?? ?? ??
1991? 8 9,811 3 3,743 ?? ?? ?? ??
1992? 8 9,875 3 3,565 ?? ?? ?? ??
1993? 6 7,362 3 4,676 ?? ?? 3 5,206
1994? 6 6,665 3 3,608 ?? ?? 1 1,620
1995? 6 6,923 2 3,586 ?? ?? 3 4,213
1996? 6 7,211 2 2,509 ?? ?? 2 5,697
1997? 6 5,677 ?? ?? ?? ?? 3 5,088
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